
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...it’s still not Spring…the season seems to be delayed. 

This has been a busy week and we’re targeting a busy November.  This is a perfect example of 
the sales funnel…we’re at the top of the funnel doing the upfront contact work and we’ll slowly 
narrow it down toward closing out cash customers. 

I’m working now on polishing the online negotiation products.  We’ve created two online 
coaching programmes…a starter foundation course and a strategic advanced course and they 
need plenty of work done on them.  I’m beta besting some ideas and we’ll be good to go later in 
the year. 

The website is still far from finished but we’re bringing in a few new readers so that proves the 
point about the effectiveness of the activity. 

Now here’s a question for sports fans.  Would you rather be: 

a. An Australian cricketer 
b. An Australian rugby player 
c. A New Zealand sailor 

 
It seems cruel to ask especially when Western Province remain unbeaten and Millwall have now 
won 3 games in a row. 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn 
and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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I’m going to take out a subscription to Crash Plan.  I’ve done some homework and it gets good reviews.  I can get 

unlimited cloud based backup for all my machines for a very affordable price and once the system is set up it’ll 

happen automatically…so now more worries about machine crashes and losing data. 

 

I’m using TeamViewer a great deal at the moment.  If you do share your screen with a colleague/client it really 

does the job well and like all good software it’s free. 

BERLIN (AP) — Attention all passengers: could the person who left a stash of gold bars and a pile of banknotes in 

the luggage deposit at Cologne's main railway station kindly contact German police? 

That was the appeal that police in the western German city issued Friday for information to track down the owner of 

the several kilos (pounds) of gold and a six-figure sum of euros in cash. 

The stash was found in April in a luggage locker at the station, a major European transport hub. Police said they're 

going public after being unable to link the haul to any crime and hearing nothing from any legitimate owner. 

Whoever the owner is shouldn't leave it too much longer. Police say that if nobody comes forward, the stash will 

be sold. 
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Experts 

I called an electrician this week and asked him to do some work for me.  He’s been here before 
and works to a high standard. 
 
He turned down the job saying that it was outside of this skill set and he recommended another 
electrician who might do good work. 
 
I’m truly impressed with people like this.  It’s just too easy to be an expert in every element of a 
subject...just ask any management consultant...and I believe you gain a lot of credibility by telling 
the clients what you can’t do and recommending somebody else rather than be fearful of losing 
work and doing a bad job. 
 
In selling we’re always playing a long game.  Better retain cred with a client than do a half baked 
job badly because you thought you’d lose the work to a competitor. 
 
When a seller recommends a competitor you’re generally talking to someone who you can start 
to trust. 
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Learn your lines 

Experienced operators have been there before and know what happens.  They’ve done their 
homework and polished their scripts. 
 
Newbies often lack this last element.  They don’t have a good spiel…a polished speech that they 
can use when needs be. 
 
The most important part of the beginning of a negotiation is the opening statement.  If you get this 
right then you’ll set the tone for the whole event and the momentum will be with you. 
 
Regular readers will know that I’ve stated many times that I get my clients to right out the opening 
lines on a flip chart and get them to rehearse the speech. 
 
When you meet the other party across the table you must know exactly what you want to say and 
you should have predicted what they’re likely to say and have a good reply ready. 
 
Get the start right and it’s downhill all the way. 
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